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Abstract
We extend to the case of many competing densities the results of the paper (Ann. Inst. H.
Poincare´ 6 (2002)). More precisely, we are concerned with an optimal partition problem in
N-dimensional domains related to the method of nonlinear eigenvalues introduced by Nehari,
(Acta Math. 105 (1961)). We prove existence of the minimal partition and some extremality
conditions. Moreover, in the case of two-dimensional domains we give an asymptotic formula
near the multiple intersection points. Finally, we show some connections between the
variational problem and the behavior of competing species systems with large interaction.
r 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let OCRN ; NX2; be a bounded domain and f :R-R a superlinear function. Set
FðsÞ ¼ R s0 f ðtÞ dt and let us deﬁne, for uAH10 ðOÞ; the functional
JnðuÞ :¼
Z
O
1
2
jruðxÞj2  FðuðxÞÞ
 
dx:
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With each open oCO we associate the ﬁrst nonlinear eigenvalue [16] as
jðoÞ :¼ inf
uAH1
0
ðoÞ
u40
supl40 J
nðluÞ:
It is well known that jðoÞ is a critical value of the functional Jn over H10 ðoÞ: Thus, it
corresponds to (at least) one positive solution u to the boundary value problem
DuðxÞ ¼ f ðuðxÞÞ; xAo;
u ¼ 0; xA@o:
(
u will be referred as eigenfunction associated to jðoÞ:
In this paper, we consider the problem of ﬁnding a partition of O (in open sets)
that achieves
inf
Xk
i¼1
jðoiÞ :
[k
i¼1
%oi ¼ %O; oi-oj ¼ | if iaj
( )
: ð1Þ
Many free boundary problems can be formulated in terms of optimal partitions, and
they are usually studied in the case k ¼ 2 components. For instance, we refer to [2]
for applications to the ﬂow of two liquids in models of jets and cavities. Moreover,
optimal partition problems arise in linear eigenvalue theory and various ﬁelds of real
analysis. For example, the most recent proof of the well-known ‘‘monotonicity
formula’’ relies upon a problem of optimal partition in two subsets related to the ﬁrst
eigenvalue of the Dirichlet operator on the sphere (see [4]).
Our interest in the variational problem (1) is motivated by the asymptotic analysis
of solutions to superlinear variational systems with large competitive interaction.
This kind of problems are connected to the study of the spatial segregation of
biological species, which move by diffusion, as the interspeciﬁc competition rate
tends to inﬁnity; concerning the variational and topological approach to this kind of
problems, we refer to, among others, [7–11,13,14] and references therein.
Problem (1) in the case of k ¼ 2 components has been studied by the authors [6].
Aim of this paper is to extend part of the results there to the general case kX3: In
particular, we shall establish the existence of an optimal partition foigki¼1; at ﬁrst in a
relaxed sense. Then, if ui is any (positive) eigenfunction related to jðoiÞ; we prove
that the function
Pk
i¼1 ui is Lipschitz continuous; as a byproduct, the associated
partition is open and hence it is a solution of (1). Furthermore, in dimension N ¼ 2;
we discuss some qualitative properties both of the eigenfunctions and of the free
boundary @fxAO : Pki¼1 uiðxÞ40g: In performing the local analysis at a multiple
intersection point, a key role will be played by the already mentioned monotonicity
formula in [2] together with some extensions developed in Section 4.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we shall prove the existence of the
minimal partition; in Section 3 we shall give the basic extremality conditions fulﬁlled
by the eigenfunctions ui associated to the optimal partition. Section 4 is devoted to
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proving some suitable versions of the monotonicity formula that will ﬁnd the ﬁrst
application in the proof of the Lipschitz continuity of the minimizers in Section 5.
Sections 6 and 7 contain some results on the local behavior of the eigenfunctions
around multiple points of the free boundary. Finally, in the appendix we shall
deepen the link between (1) and a class of superlinear variational systems; at ﬁrst we
shall give an existence result and then we shall perform the asymptotic analysis
leading to our optimal partition problem.
2. Variational problem
In this section, we prove the existence of a minimal partition to problem (1) in a
weak sense. In fact, at ﬁrst we will not ﬁnd an open partition, but a partition made of
sets which are supports of H10 -functions, i.e., the eigenfunctions associated to our
problem. Throughout the paper, O will be a bounded domain in RN; with the
additional property, in the results about points on @O; of being of class C2:
Let f satisfy the following assumptions:
ðf1Þ fAC1ðRÞ; f ðsÞ ¼ f ðsÞ; and there exist positive constants C; p such that for
all sAR
jf ðsÞjpCð1þ jsjp1Þ; 2opo2n;
where 2n ¼ þN when N ¼ 2 and 2n ¼ 2N=ðN  2Þ when NX3;
ðf2Þ there exists g40 ð2þ gppÞ such that, for all sa0;
f 0ðsÞs2  ð1þ gÞf ðsÞs40:
Remark 2.1. It is well known that, when f is not an odd function,
inf
uAH1
0
ðoÞ
uc0
sup
l40
JnðluÞ
is achieved by a one-sign critical point of Jn (this functional is deﬁned in the
Introduction and recalled below). If the inﬁmum is restricted to the positive
functions and then to the negative ones, it gives two possibly different critical levels
and two corresponding critical points, one positive and one negative. To ﬁx the
ideas, in this paper we consider only positive critical points, i.e. positive values of s:
Thus, the assumption f ðsÞ ¼ f ðsÞ is not truly necessary: we can extend any other
f ; without loss of generality, to be an odd function.
Moreover, we can allow f to be x-dependent, although for the sake of simplicity
we shall always refer to f as a function of s only.
Observe that, in a standard way, from assumptions ðf1Þ and ðf2Þ we can obtain the
following properties for the primitive F of f :
FðsÞpCð1þ jsjpÞ; f ðsÞs  ð2þ gÞFðsÞX0:
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For uAH10 ðOÞ and U :¼ ðu1;y; ukÞAðH10 ðOÞÞk we deﬁne the functionals
JnðuÞ :¼
Z
O
1
2
jruðxÞj2  FðuðxÞÞ
 
dx;
JðUÞ :¼
Xk
i¼1
JnðuiÞ; ð2Þ
observing that
ðui  uj ¼ 0 a:e: on O for iajÞ ) JðUÞ ¼ Jn
Xk
i¼1
ui
 !
:
Next we deﬁne the Nehari manifolds associated to these functionals:
NðJnÞ :¼ fuAH10 ðOÞ : uX0; uc0; rJnðuÞ  u ¼ 0g;
NðJÞ :¼ ðNðJnÞÞk;
N0 :¼NJ-fui  uj ¼ 0 a:e: on O for iajg:
With this notation we introduce the problem we want to study in this paper:
c0 :¼ inf
Xk
i¼1
jðoiÞ :
[k
i¼1
oi ¼ %O; oi-oj ¼ | if iaj
( )
¼ inf
Xk
i¼1
sup
li40
JnðliuiÞ : uiAH10 ðOÞ; uiX0; uic0;
(
ui  uj ¼ 0 a:e: on O for iaj
)
¼ inffJðUÞ : UAN0g: ð3Þ
Observe that in the previous equality the ﬁrst inﬁmum is intended over all the
partitions of O into subsets which are supports of H10 ðOÞ-functions. In this sense, (3)
is a relaxed reformulation of the initial problem (1) (for more details about the
equivalent characterizations see [5]). A similar characterization, when k ¼ 2 was also
exploited in [6] when seeking changing sign solutions to superlinear problems.
Our ﬁrst result concerns the existence of the optimal partition:
Theorem 2.1. There exists (at least) a k-uple of functions U :¼ ðu1;y; ukÞAN0 such
that
DuiðxÞ ¼ f ðuiðxÞÞ; xAsuppðuiÞ
and U and their supports achieve c0:
To prove this theorem we need a preliminary lemma:
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Lemma 2.1. Let uANðJnÞ; JnðuÞpc0 þ 1: Then there exist positive constants C1; C2
such that jjujjH1
0
ðOÞpC1 and jjujjLpXC240:
Proof. By assumptions we have uc0 and
Z
O
jruj2  f ðuÞu ¼ 0;
Z
O
1
2
jruj2  FðuÞpc0 þ 1:
Multiplying the ﬁrst equation by 2þ g (see Assumption ðf2ÞÞ and subtracting the
second we easily obtain that
R jruj2 is bounded. On the other hand, using the ﬁrst
equation, the superlinear properties of f and the Poincare´ inequality we obtain the
bound for jjujjLp ; po2n: &
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let us consider a minimizing sequence Un :¼ ðuðnÞ1 ;y; uðnÞk Þ
in N0: This means that u
ðnÞ
i ANðJnÞ and hence the previous lemma applies,
providing the existence of ðuð0Þ1 ;y; uð0Þk Þ; both H10 -weak limit and Lp-strong limit
of a subsequence. Using again the previous lemma and Lp-convergence we deduce
that u
ð0Þ
i c0 for every i; and thus we can ﬁnd positive constants li; i ¼ 1;y; k;
such that
sup
l40
Jnðluð0Þi Þ ¼ Jnðliuð0Þi Þ:
Now we observe that, by weak convergence, jjuð0Þi jjplim inf jjuðnÞi jj; and so
Xk
i¼1
Jnðliuð0Þi Þp
Xk
i¼1
JnðliuðnÞi Þ þ oð1Þp
Xk
i¼1
JnðuðnÞi Þ þ oð1Þpc0:
On the other hand, for every i we have liu
ð0Þ
i ANðJnÞ; and, by strong Lp-
convergence, u
ð0Þ
i u
ð0Þ
j ¼ 0 almost everywhere on O: Thus, by deﬁnition of c0;
Xk
i¼1
Jnðliuð0Þi ÞXc0:
Hence, we have found a k-uple of functions that achieves the inﬁmum. Now using
the equivalent characterizations of (3) and standard critical point techniques the
theorem follows. &
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3. The basic extremality conditions
In this section, we discuss some basic variational inequalities satisﬁed by the
eigenfunctions.
Lemma 3.1. Let U ¼ ðu1;y; ukÞ be as in Theorem 2.1. For a fixed index i define
vi ¼ ui 
Xk
j¼1
jai
uj:
Then each vi satisfies (in distributional sense) the inequality
DviðxÞXf ðviðxÞÞ; xAO:
Proof. We recall that i is ﬁxed throughout the whole proof of the lemma. We wish to
prove that Z
O
ðrvirj f ðviÞjÞX0
for all j40; jAC10ðOÞ: Assume by contradiction the existence of j40 such that the
opposite inequality holds. We will obtain a contradiction constructing a k-uple in
N0 that decreases the value of (3). Let Livi :¼ liui 
P
jai ljuj with jlj  1jpd for
all j: if d is small enough we can also assume by continuity thatZ
O
ðrLivirj f ðLiviÞjÞo0: ð4Þ
By the inf–sup characterization of c0 and by the behavior of the function J
nðluÞ for
ﬁxed u40; we can take d so small that
rJnðð1 dÞujÞuj40; rJnðð1þ dÞujÞujo0 8j: ð5Þ
Let us ﬁx %t40 small and let us consider a C1 function t : ðRþÞk-Rþ where
tðl1;y; lkÞ ¼ 0 if for at least one j it happens jlj  1jXd; and tðl1;y; lkÞ ¼ %t if
jlj  1jpd=2 for every j: Next we deﬁne the continuous map
Fðl1;y; lkÞ ¼ liui 
Xk
j¼1
jai
ljuj þ tðl1;y; lkÞj:
Note that F is a positive function whose support is union of k  1 disjoint
connected components, each of them belonging to the support of some uj: Now we
deﬁne the function U˜ðl1;y; lkÞ ¼ ðu˜1;y; u˜kÞ in such a way that u˜j ¼ Fðl1;y; lkÞ
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restricted to suppðujÞ; jai and u˜i ¼ Fþ: Let us compute JðU˜Þ:
JðU˜Þ ¼
Z
1
2
jrLivij2 þ t
2
2
jrjj2
 
dx þ
Z
ðtrLivirj FðLivi þ tjÞÞ dx
p Jðl1u1;y; lkukÞ þ %t
Z
ðrLivirj f ðLiviÞjÞ dx þ oð%tÞ:
By (4) and taking %t small enough, this implies
JðU˜ðl1;y; lkÞÞoJðl1u1;y; lkukÞ
if jlj  1jpd=2 for every j:
Now, if %t is small, we can assume that (5) holds for U˜ðl1;y; lkÞ instead of
ðl1u1;y; lkukÞ: Thus, by continuity there exists ðm1;y; mkÞ such that jmi  1jpd=2 and
rJðU˜ðm1;y; mkÞÞ  U˜ðm1;y; mkÞ ¼ 0
that means U˜ðm1;y; mkÞAN0: But this is in contradiction with the deﬁnition of U as
in Theorem 2.1 and the fact that
JðU˜ðm1;y; mkÞÞoJðm1u1;y; mkukÞpJðUÞ ¼ inf
VAN0
JðVÞ: &
Lemma 3.2. Let U ¼ ðu1;y; ukÞ be as in Theorem 2.1. Then each ui satisfies (in
distributional sense) the inequality
DuiðxÞpf ðuiðxÞÞ; xAO:
Proof. Again i is ﬁxed. Assume by contradiction the existence of j40; jAC10ðOÞ;
such that Z
O
ðrliuirj f ðliuiÞjÞ40 ð6Þ
for all li such that jli  1jpd; d small enough. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we can
assume d so small that (5) holds and we consider the function tðliÞ analogous to the one
introduced therein. Then we letFðliÞ :¼ liui  tðliÞj and we deﬁne U˜ with components
u˜i ¼ Fþ; u˜j ¼ uj if j ¼ 1;y; k  1; jai and ﬁnally u˜kðxÞ ¼ ukðxÞ if xAsuppðukÞ;
u˜kðxÞ ¼ F if xAsuppðuiÞ-suppðFÞðxÞ: By computing JðU˜ðliÞÞ we obtain
JðU˜Þ ¼
Z
1
2
jrðliui  tjÞj2  Fðliui  tjÞ
 
dx þ
X
jai
Jn ðujÞ
¼ Jðu1;y; liui;y; ukÞ þ
Z
t2
2
jrjj2 dx  %t
Z
ðrliuirj f ðliuiÞjÞ dx þ oð%tÞ:
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By (6) and taking %t small enough, this implies
JðU˜ðliÞÞoJðu1;y; liui;y; ukÞ
if jli  1jpd=2:
Now a contradiction with the properties of U as in Theorem 2.1 can be obtained
by arguing as in the ﬁnal step of the proof of Lemma 3.1. &
4. Monotonicity formulae
Let us now recall the monotonicity lemma in [2], Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 4.1 (The monotonicity formula). Let ðw1; w2ÞAðH1ðOÞÞ2 be nonnegative
subharmonic functions in a ball Bðx0; %rÞCO (i.e. divrwip0 in distributional sense).
and that w1ðxÞw2ðxÞ ¼ 0 a.e. and that x0A@ðsuppðwiÞÞ for i ¼ 1; 2: Define
FðrÞ ¼
Y2
i¼1
1
r2
Z
Bðx0;rÞ
jrwiðxÞj2
jx  x0jN2
dx:
Then FoþN and it is a nondecreasing function in ½0; %r:
The fact that F is ﬁnite is shown in the proof of Lemma 2.1 of [3]. We will prove an
extension of this formula to the case of hX2 subharmonic components when O is a
subset of R2:
Lemma 4.2. Let N ¼ 2 and let w1;y; whAH1ðOÞ be nonnegative subharmonic
functions in a ball Bðx0; %rÞCO (i.e. divrwip0 in distributional sense). Assume that
wiðxÞwjðxÞ ¼ 0 a.e. if iaj and that x0A@ðsuppðwjÞÞ-O for all j ¼ 1;y; h: Define
FðrÞ ¼
Yh
i¼1
1
rh
Z
Bðx0;rÞ
jrwiðxÞj2 dx:
Then F is a nondecreasing function in ½0; %r:
Proof. By computing F0ðrÞ we obtain
F0ðrÞ ¼  h
2
rh
2þ1
Yh
i¼1
Z
Bðx0;rÞ
jrwiðxÞj2 dx
þ 1
rh
2
Xh
i¼1
Y
jai
Z
Bðx0;rÞ
jrwjðxÞj2 dx
 !Z
@Bðx0;rÞ
jrwiðxÞj2 dx
" #
¼FðrÞ  h
2
r
þ
Xh
i¼1
R
@Bðx0;rÞ jrwiðxÞj
2R
Bðx0;rÞ jrwiðxÞj
2
 !
: ð7Þ
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Since each wi is positive and subharmonic, testing with wi on the sphere we obtain,
for all i: Z
Bðx0;rÞ
jrwij2p
Z
@Bðx0;rÞ
wi
@
@n
wi:
Now we pass in polar coordinates. We write wi ¼ wiðr; yÞ; and @r; @y for the
derivatives. We have, by the previous inequality,Z
Bðx0;rÞ
jrwij2p r
Z 2p
0
wi@rwi
p r
Z 2p
0
w2i
 1=2 Z 2p
0
ð@rwiÞ2
 1=2
:
Now let us introduce GiðrÞ ¼ suppðwiðr; ÞÞC½0; 2p;
Ph
i¼1 jGiðrÞj ¼ 2p and note
that
inf
R
GiðrÞ j@ywij
2R
GiðrÞ jwij
2
X
p
jGiðrÞj
 2
:
Hence, we can go on with the previous chain of inequalities as follows:
Z
Bðx0;rÞ
jrwij2p r GiðrÞp
Z 2p
0
rð@ywiÞ2
 1=2 Z 2p
0
1
r
ð@rwiÞ2
 1=2
p r GiðrÞ
2p
Z 2p
0
rð@ywiÞ2 þ
Z 2p
0
ð@rwiÞ2
 
p r GiðrÞ
2p
Z
@Bðx0;rÞ
jjrwijj2:
We obtain
Xh
i¼1
R
@Bðx0;rÞ jrwiðxÞj
2R
Bðx0;rÞ jrwiðxÞj
2
X
1
r
Xh
i¼1
2p
GiðrÞX
h2
r
:
Comparing with (7) the thesis follows. &
Unfortunately, these lemmas do not apply directly in our situation, because the
functions ui’s are not subharmonic, but only subsolutions of a superlinear equation
(see Lemma 3.2). This property is not sufﬁcient to guarantee the monotonicity of the
function CðrÞ; but only its boundedness as r-0:
Lemma 4.3. Let U ¼ ðu1;y; ukÞ as in Theorem 2.1 and let wi ¼
P
jAIi uj ; where
I1,?,IhCf1;y; kg: Assume that x0A@ðsuppðwiÞÞ: Then the following holds:
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(1) If h ¼ 2 then
Y2
i¼1
1
r2
Z
Bðx0;rÞ
jrwiðxÞj2
jx  x0jN2
dxpC: ð8Þ
(2) If N ¼ 2 then for all hX2
Yh
i¼1
1
rh
Z
Bðx0;rÞ
jrwiðxÞj2 dxpC: ð9Þ
Proof. Let us consider a small ball Bðx0; rÞ centered at x0 and the eigenvalue
problem
DjðxÞ ¼ ajðxÞ; xABðx0; rÞ;
jðxÞ40; xABðx0; rÞ;
(
where a ¼ supfjf ðwiðxÞÞ
wiðxÞ j; xABðx0; rÞg: The existence of a positive solution j to the
problem, where j is radial with respect to x0; is ensured if r is small enough. Then let
us consider
*uiðxÞ ¼ uiðxÞjðxÞ; xABðx0; r
0Þ; r0or:
By elementary computation
j2Du˜i  2jru˜irjp0
and that means
divðj2ðr *uiÞÞp0:
Now consider wi ¼
P
Ii
ui; where I1,?,IhCf1;y; kg and let w˜i :¼ wi=j: then
divðj2ðrw˜iÞÞp0: Let h ¼ 2: Following the proof of The Monotonicity Lemma 4.1,
it is easy to obtain that the function
Y2
i¼1
1
r2
Z
Bðx0;rÞ
j2ðxÞ jrwiðxÞj
2
jx  x0jN2
dx
is increasing in the r variable on ½0; r0:
By this formula and since there exist positive aob such that aojðxÞob for all
xABðx0; r0Þ; it follows in particular that (8) holds.
The same kind of construction together with the application of Lemma 4.2 when
N ¼ 2; allows to prove (9) for all hX2: &
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Finally, we state a suitable version of the lemma above which holds for x0 on the
boundary of O:
Lemma 4.4. Let OCRN be a regular subset of class C2 and let U ¼ ðu1;y; ukÞ as in
Theorem 2.1. If x0A@O; then
1
rN
Z
Bðx0;rÞ
jrU j2 dxpC;
where C is continuous with respect to x0A@O:
Proof (Sketch). Let us follow the proof of the monotonicity lemma in [2] with the
formal substitution uþ ¼ u ¼Pki¼1 ui; Gi ¼ ðGiðrÞ ¼Þ suppðu7Þ-Bðx0; rÞ: Then,
since by the regularity of the boundary jGiðrÞjj@Bðx0;rÞj ¼ 12þ oð1Þ as r-0; the arguments
there allow to prove that
FðrÞ ¼
Y2
i¼1
1
r2
Z
Bðx0;rÞ
jrU j2
jx  x0jN2
dx
is bounded. &
5. Regularity of U
With some abuse of notation, in the following two sections U will denote
both the vector ðu1;y; ukÞ and the sum of its k components (and the same for
V ; W ; etc.).
Let us deﬁne (the set of zeroes of U)
ZðUÞ ¼ fxAO :UðxÞ ¼ 0 i:e: uiðxÞ ¼ 0 8i ¼ 1;y; kg
and deﬁne mðxÞ as the multiplicity of xAZðUÞ
mðxÞ ¼ xfi : measðfui40g-Bðx; rÞÞ40 8r40g:
Note that mðxÞX2 for all xAZðUÞ: indeed, by Theorem 2.1 and the maximum
principle, we know that uiðxÞ40 if xAsuppðuiÞ:
Remark 5.1. Let xAZðUÞ such that mðxÞ ¼ 2 and consider Bðx; rÞ for any
rodðx; fyAZðUÞ : mðyÞX3g: Then, by Lemma 3.1 it follows that the function
u ¼ u1  u2 (resp. u2  u1) is a solution of Du ¼ f ðuÞ on Bðx; rÞ:
In the following we shall denote fxAZðUÞ : mðxÞX3g by Z3ðUÞ:
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Theorem 5.1 (Local Lipschitz continuity). Let U be as in Theorem 2.1. Then U is
Lipschitz continuous in the interior of O:
Proof. Let O0 be compactly enclosed in O: Consider
GðrÞ ¼ sup
xAO0
1
rN
Z
Bðx;rÞ
jrU j2:
Our thesis is equivalent to the boundedness of G over O0: Assume the contrary, then
there are sequences ðxnÞ in O0 and rn-0 such that
lim
n-þN
1
rNn
Z
Bðxn;rnÞ
jrU j2 ¼ þN: ð10Þ
Note that dðxn;Z3ðUÞÞ-0 by Remark 5.1.
Claim 0. There is a sequence znAZ3ðUÞ such that (10) is satisfied with ball centered at
zn and radius of order rn:
Let r40 be ﬁxed and consider Ar ¼ fxAO : dðx;Z3ðUÞÞXrg (note that, by
Remark 5.1, in Ar we can give alternate positive and negative signs to the ui’s in such
a way that the resulting function locally solves our differential equation).
Then let us deﬁne
FðxÞ ¼ 1
rN
Z
Bðx;rÞ
jrUðyÞj2 dy ¼ 1
rN
Z
Bð0;rÞ
jrUðx þ yÞj2 dy:
By elementary computations it turns out that DðjrUðxÞj2Þp2f 0ðUðxÞÞjrUðxÞj2
and thus DFparF on Ar for some positive constant ar depending on r:
Up to subsequences, we can assume the existence of z0AZ3ðUÞ such that
xnABðz0; rÞ for any n4Nr: We ﬁx r so small that Dj ¼ arj has a strictly positive
solution j on Bðz0; r), which is radially symmetric with respect to z0: Then
divðj2rFjÞp0 on Ar;r :¼ Bðz0; rÞ-Ar; and by the maximum principle
maxAr;r
F
jpmax@Ar;r Fj: Thus there exists C40 (independent of r) such that
maxAr;r FpCmax@ArF; from this we obtain that, at ﬁxed n; (10) holds for a choice
of x0n such that dðx0n;Z3ðUÞÞ^rn: Finally, let us consider znAZ3ðUÞ such that
jzn  x0nj ¼ dðx0n;Z3ðUÞÞ: Then (10) holds for balls centered at zn with radii
rn þ dðx0n;Z3ðUÞÞ^rn:
Claim 1. There is a sequence (denoted again by rn) satisfying (10) and moreoverZ
@Bðzn;rnÞ
jrU j2p g
rn
Z
Bðzn;rnÞ
jrU j2;
where g only depends on the distance of O0 to @O:
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Let n be ﬁxed large enough and set Un ¼ U ; zn ¼ x and rn ¼ d: For the sake of
simplicity we assume that dðO0; @OÞ ¼ 1: Let g4N and assume by contradiction that
rg
d
dr
1
rg
Z
Bðx;rÞ
jrU j2
 !
¼
Z
@Bðx;rÞ
jrU j2  g
r
Z
Bðx;rÞ
jrU j240 ð11Þ
for all doro1: By assumption (10) the function
gðrÞ ¼ 1
rN
Z
Bðx;rÞ
jrU j2
is such that gðdÞ4gð1Þ: Then, if we let
g˜ðrÞ ¼ 1
rgN
Z
Bðx;rÞ
jrU j2
it turns out that g˜ðdÞ4gðdÞ4gð1Þ ¼ g˜ð1Þ: As a consequence there exists rAðd; 1Þ
such that d
dr
g˜ðrÞo0; in contradiction with (11).
By the monotonicity lemma and (8), we infer
Y2
i¼1
1
r2
Z
Bðzn;rÞ
jrviðxÞj2
jx  znjN2
dxpC;
where C40 (independent of n) for all v1 :¼ ui; v2 :¼
P
jai uj; such that
znA@ suppðuiÞ-@ suppðulÞ for some lai: Consequently (since jx  znjpr for all x),
1
rN
Z
Bðzn;rÞ
jrv1ðxÞj2 dx  1
rN
Z
Bðzn;rÞ
jrv2ðxÞj2 dxpC:
Then it follows from assumption (10) that there exists only one component, say u1;
such that
1
rNn
Z
Bðzn;rnÞ
jru1ðxÞj2 dx-N; 1
rNn
Z
Bðzn;rnÞ
jruiðxÞj2 dx-0 8ia1: ð12Þ
Now consider the sequence of functions
UnðxÞ ¼ 1
Ln rn
Uðzn þ rnxÞ
deﬁned in xABð0; 1Þ; where
L2n :¼
1
rNn
Z
Bðzn;rnÞ
jrUðxÞj2 dxð-NÞ:
Then
R
Bð0;1Þ jrUnj2 ¼ 1 and, by Claim 1,
R
@Bð0;1Þ jrUnj2 is bounded too. Then there
exists U0AH1ðBð0; 1ÞÞ such that, up to a subsequence, Un,U0 weakly and Un-U0
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strongly in H1=2ð@Bð0; 1ÞÞ: Moreover, by (12) we deduce that R
Bð0;1Þ jruðnÞi j2-0 for
all indices iX2 and thus uðnÞi -0 strongly in H
1ðBð0; 1ÞÞ for all iX2:
Claim 2. U0ðxÞc0:
Let us remark that, by the very deﬁnition, for xABð0; 1Þ
DuðnÞi ðxÞ ¼
rn
Ln
ðDuiðzn þ rnxÞÞp rn
Ln
f ðuiðzn þ rnxÞÞpar2nuðnÞi ðxÞ;
where a ¼ sup f ðuiðxÞÞ=uiðxÞ: Let us multiply by uðnÞi and integrate on Bð0; 1Þ:Z
Bð0;1Þ
jruðnÞi j2p
Z
@Bð0;1Þ
u
ðnÞ
i
@
@n
u
ðnÞ
i þ r2n
Z
Bð0;1Þ
aðuðnÞi Þ2:
Let i ¼ 1 and then pass to the limit as n-N: Then the left-hand side converges to 1.
Furthermore, since rn-0; by the strong convergence in L
pðBð0; 1ÞÞ ðp41Þ and in
L2ð@Bð0; 1ÞÞ; we obtain R@Bð0;1Þ uð0Þ1 @@n uð0Þ1 X1 and thus uð0Þ1 40 on a set of positive
measure.
Claim 3. u
ð0Þ
1 is harmonic and thus fxAO :U0ðxÞ40g ¼ Bð0; 1Þ:
Let us recall that for all xABð0; 1Þ;
DuðnÞi ðxÞpar2nuðnÞi ðxÞ
and analogously, setting v
ðnÞ
i ðxÞ ¼ uðnÞi ðxÞ 
P
iaj u
ðnÞ
j ðxÞ; we have
DvðnÞi ðxÞX ar2njvðnÞi ðxÞj:
Then, passing to the limit and taking into account that rn-0; Ln-N and u
ðnÞ
i -0 in
H1ðBÞ 8iX2; we ﬁnally obtain Dvð0Þ1 ¼ Duð0Þ1 ¼ 0:
Claim 4. v
ðnÞ
1 Xv
ð0Þ
1 þ oð1Þ where oð1Þ-0 in the H1-topology.
Since
DðvðnÞ1  vð0Þ1 ÞX0;
we can write v
ðnÞ
1  vð0Þ1 ¼ an þ bn where an is such that Dan ¼ 0 in Bð0; 1Þ with
boundary conditions an ¼ vðnÞ1  vð0Þ1 ; and bn vanishes on the boundary and satisﬁes
DbnX0: Then, by the maximum principle, bn40 in Bð0; 1Þ; furthermore vðnÞ1 
v
ð0Þ
1 -0 in H
1
2ð@Bð0; 1ÞÞ implies an-0 in H1ðBð0; 1ÞÞ and now the result follows.
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Final step. Now the thesis follows since the convergence is uniform on almost
every circle @Bð0; rÞ: Fix such a radius r: Then there exists N such that vðnÞ1 40
in @Bð0; rÞ for all n4N: Since vðnÞ1 is supersolution by Lemma 3.1, we can
compute
0 ¼ vðnÞ1 ð0ÞXCr
Z
Bð0;rÞ
v
ðnÞ
1 ðxÞ dx40;
a contradiction. &
Furthermore, if O is sufﬁciently regular, then U inherits regularity up to the
boundary, as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2 (Global Lipschitz continuity). Let OCRN be a regular set of class C2
and let U be as in Theorem 2.1. Then U is Lipschitz continuous in %O:
Proof. In the following, we set U deﬁned on RN by setting ukþ1  0 on RN :
Arguing by contradiction we assume that there are sequences ðxnÞ in O and rn-0
such that
lim
n-þN
1
rNn
Z
Bðxn;rnÞ
jrU j2 ¼ þN ð13Þ
with dðxn; @OÞ-0 by the local Lipschitz continuity.
With the same kind of arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 (see Claim 0
there) we can assume that xnA@O and, up to subsequences, xn-x0A@O: But now a
contradiction with (13) comes by directly applying Lemma 4.4 to x0: &
6. Further properties in dimension N ¼ 2
Aim of this section is to give a detailed description of the local features of the free
boundary in the two-dimensional case. The ﬁrst property of the free boundary
concerns with the local behavior of ZðUÞ about the points of multiplicity 2.
Lemma 6.1. Let N ¼ 2: Let U be as in Theorem 2.1 and let x0AZðUÞ such that
mðx0Þ ¼ 2: Then rUðx0Þa0 and ZðUÞ is locally a C1-curve through x0:
Proof. Let x0A@fu140g-@fu240g so that there exists Bðx0Þ such that
Bðx0Þ-suppðuiÞ ¼ | for all i42: It follows by Remark 5.1 and by standard
regularity results for PDEs that u ¼ u1  u2 is a C1ðBðx0ÞÞ-function and
suppðuiÞ-Bðx0Þ is open, i ¼ 1; 2: By the Dini Theorem, if rUðx0Þa0 then the set
fxABðx0Þ : u ¼ 0g is a regular curve. Assume the contrary rUðx0Þ ¼ 0; u is C1 and
satisﬁes the equation Du ¼ aðxÞu (with aðxÞ ¼ f ðuðxÞÞ=uðxÞ). Following the
argument of the proof of Lemma 4.3, we consider a positive and regular function
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j such that Dj ¼ aðxÞj on Bðx0Þ (such a function clearly exists when B is
sufﬁciently small). So we have that u=j solves the second-order equation
div j2r u
j
  
¼ 0:
But this means that u=j satisﬁes all the assumptions necessary to apply the main
theorem in [1], which says that the null level set of u near x0 is made up by a ﬁnite
number of curves starting from x0: Obviously, in our situation such number must be
even. Now recall that each suppðuiÞ is connected in O: By a geometrical argument we
can see that the null level set is made up by (two semi-curves joining in) one C1-
curve. But again applying [1] we have rUðx0Þa0; a contradiction. &
Now let us consider a point x0AZðUÞ with multiplicity higher than 2. Then x0 is a
singular point for U as stated in the following:
Lemma 6.2. Let N ¼ 2 and let U be as in Theorem 2.1. If x0AZðUÞ is such that
mðx0ÞX3; then jrUðxÞj-0 as x-x0:
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e. assume the existence of xn-x0 and rn-0 such that
lim
n-þN
1
r2n
Z
Bðxn;rnÞ
jrU j2 ¼ C ð14Þ
for some positive C: The arguments here follow the lines in the proof of Theorem
5.1. First, we can assume that (14) holds with balls of radii rn with center at
xnAZ3ðUÞ (as in Claim 0). Again, with an argument similar to that in Claim 1 and
exploiting the Lipschitz continuity of U ; we can assumeZ
@Bðxn;rnÞ
jrU j2p 3
rn
Z
Bðxn;rnÞ
jrU j2;
where rn ¼ ð2L=CÞrn and L is the Lipschitz constant in O0 ¼
fxAO : dðx; @OÞXdðx0; @OÞ=2g*fxng: (We denote rn again by rn:)
By the extended monotonicity lemma (Lemma 4.3) with h ¼ 3; there exists C40
(independent of n) such thatY3
i¼1
1
r3
Z
Bðxn;rÞ
jrviðxÞj2 dxpC
for all v1 :¼ ui; v2 :¼ uj and v3 :¼
P
hefi;jg uh; such that xnA@ suppðuiÞ
-@ suppðujÞ-@ suppðulÞ for some lefi; jg: Then, due to assumption (14), we
deduce that there exist at most two components, say u1 and u2; such that
lim
n-N
1
r2n
Z
Bðxn;rnÞ
jruiðxÞj2 dx40; i ¼ 1; 2;
1
r2n
Z
Bðxn;rnÞ
jruiðxÞj2 dx-0 8iX3: ð15Þ
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Now consider the sequence of functions
UnðxÞ ¼ 1
Lnrn
Uðxn þ rnxÞ
deﬁned in xABð0; 1Þ where
L2n :¼
1
rN
Z
Bðxn;rnÞ
jrUðxÞj2 dxð-NÞ:
Then
R
Bð0;1Þ jrUnj2 ¼ 1 and, by Claim 1,
R
@Bð0;1Þ jrUnj2 is bounded too. Then there
exists U0AH1ðBð0; 1ÞÞ such that, up to a subsequence, Un,U0 weakly and Un-U0
strongly in H1=2ð@Bð0; 1ÞÞ: And by (15) we deduce that R
Bð0;1Þ jruðnÞi j2-0 for all
indices iX3 and thus uðnÞi -0 strongly in H
1ðBð0; 1ÞÞ for all iX3: Now two cases may
occur: either
R
Bð0;1Þ jruðnÞ1 j2-1 (resp.
R
Bð0;1Þ jruðnÞ2 j2-1), or
R
Bð0;1Þ jruðnÞi j2-ai40 for
both i ¼ 1; 2; with a1 þ a2 ¼ 1: In the ﬁrst case, we obtain the thesis by following
exactly the same reasoning of Theorem 5.1 from Claim 2.
Here and below, assume that the second case holds.
Claim 1. U0ðxÞc0:
Let us note that for all xABð0; 1Þ;
DuðnÞi ðxÞ ¼
rn
Ln
ðDuiðxn þ rnxÞÞp rn
Ln
f ðuiðxn þ rnxÞÞpar2nuðnÞi ðxÞ;
where again a ¼ sup f ðuiðxÞÞ=uiðxÞ: Let us multiply by uðnÞi and integrate on Bð0; 1Þ:Z
Bð0;1Þ
jruðnÞi j2p
Z
@Bð0;1Þ
u
ðnÞ
i
@
@n
u
ðnÞ
i þ r2n
Z
Bð0;1Þ
aðuðnÞi Þ2:
When i ¼ 1 or 2, in passing to the limit as n-N; the left-hand side converges to
ai40: Furthermore,
R
@Bð0;1Þ u
ð0Þ
i
@
@nu
ð0Þ
i X1 and thus u
ð0Þ
i 40 for i ¼ 1; 2; both on a set
of positive measure.
Claim 2. v
ð0Þ
1 ¼ uð0Þ1  uð0Þ2 (resp. vð0Þ2 ) is harmonic.
Let us recall that for all xABð0; 1Þ;
DuðnÞi ðxÞpar2nuðnÞi ðxÞ
and analogously, setting v
ðnÞ
i ðxÞ ¼ uðnÞi ðxÞ 
P
iaj u
ðnÞ
j ðxÞ; we know that
DvðnÞi ðxÞX ar2njvðnÞi ðxÞj:
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Then, passing to the limit and taking into account that rn-0; Ln-C and u
ðnÞ
i -0 in
H1ðBÞ; iX3; we obtain Duð0Þ1  Duð0Þ2 ¼ Dvð0Þ1 X0 and Duð0Þ2  Duð0Þ1 ¼ Dvð0Þ2 X0; giving
Duð0Þ1 ¼ Duð0Þ2 and ﬁnally the proof of the claim follows.
As in Theorem 5.1 the following Claim can be proved:
Claim 3. v
ðnÞ
i Xv
ð0Þ
i þ oð1Þ; i ¼ 1; 2 where oð1Þ-0 in the H1-topology.
Now, if v
ð0Þ
1 ð0Þa0; then either vð0Þ1 40 or vð0Þ2 40 in Bð0; %rÞ for some %r40 and we
can obtain the ﬁnal contradiction as in the ﬁnal step in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Thus, assuming that 0AZðvð0Þ1 Þ; standard results on harmonic functions (see [12])
imply that v
ð0Þ
1 ðr; yÞBrp cosðpðyþ y0ÞÞ for some pX1: Thus, by Claim 3 and a diagonal
process, we can assume that, for n large enough, u
ðnÞ
i (i ¼ 1; 2) is larger than a ﬁxed
positive constant mi on some on;i ¼ fðr; yÞ : roroR; an;ioyobn;igCsuppðuðnÞi Þ (we
can think for instance bn;1oan;2). Note that an;2  bn;1-0 as n-N: Now, since 0 is a
zero of Un with multiplicity mð0ÞX3; there exists a third component, say uðnÞ3 ; and a
continuous path gn : ½0; 1-Bð0; RÞ such that gnð0Þ ¼ 0; gnð1ÞA@Bð0; RÞ;
gnðtÞAfbn;1oyoan;2g; uðnÞ3 ðgnðtÞÞ40 for all tAð0; 1: Therefore, denoting with *on;i;
i ¼ 1; 2; the connected component of suppðuðnÞi Þ that contains on;i we have that *on;1 and
*on;2 are locally disjoint. More precisely, setting Sn ¼ fðr; yÞ : roroR; an;1oyobn;2g
we obtain that *on;i-Sn; i ¼ 1; 2; have positive distance.
Now we deﬁne the sequence of afﬁne transformations ðTnÞ by
TnðxÞ ¼ rnx þ xn:
For xATnðSnÞ we deﬁne
w
ðnÞ
i ðxÞ :¼ uiðxÞ; xATnð *on;iÞ; i ¼ 1; 2;
w
ðnÞ
i ðxÞ :¼ uiðxÞ; xAsuppðuiÞ; i ¼ 3;y; k  1;
w
ðnÞ
k ðxÞ :¼
ukðxÞ; xAsuppðukÞ;
uiðxÞ; xAsuppðuiÞ\Tnð *on;iÞ; i ¼ 1; 2:
(
With the usual abuse of notation the symbol Wn denotes both the vector
ðwðnÞ1 ;y; wðnÞk Þ and the sum of its components.
Claim 4. DWnXf ðWnÞ in TnðSnÞ:
Let n be ﬁxed and let us drop the dependence on n: Assume by contradiction the
existence of j40; jAC10ðTðSÞÞ such thatZ
TðSÞ
ðrWrj f ðWÞjÞo0:
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We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, deforming U over TðSÞ; projecting it on
the Nehari manifold and obtaining a new k-uple that decreases inﬁmum (3).
We deﬁne LW :¼ l1w1 þ l2w2 þ
Pk
j¼3 ljwj with jlj  1jpd for all j: If d is small
enough we have by assumptionZ
TðSÞ
ðrðLWÞrj f ðLWÞjÞo0:
Again we can take d so small that
rJnðð1 dÞujÞuj40; rJnðð1þ dÞujÞujo0 8j:
Let us ﬁx %t40 and let us consider the C1-function t : ðRþÞk-Rþ already introduced
in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Then deﬁne the continuous map
Fðl1;y; lkÞðxÞ ¼ l1w1ðxÞ þ l2w2ðxÞ þ
Xk
j¼3
ljwjðxÞ þ tðl1;y; lkÞjðxÞ; xATðSÞ:
Note that
suppðððFðl1;y; lkÞÞÞCsuppðLWÞ ð16Þ
and
suppððLWÞþÞCsuppðððFðl1;y; lkÞÞþÞ
and, if %t is small enough, the right-hand side contains at least two disjoint
components oni ; i ¼ 1; 2; that are supersets of Tð *o1Þ and Tð *o2Þ; respectively.
We are ready to deﬁne the partition of O that will provide the desired
contradiction.
We can deﬁne a map Unðl1;y; lkÞðxÞ setting Unðl1;y; lkÞðxÞ :¼
jFðxÞðl1;y; lkÞj when xATðSÞ and Unðl1;y; lkÞðxÞ :¼
P
liuiðxÞ otherwise. Now
consider all the connected components of suppðUnÞ: With each of them we want to
associate an index i: Such association must be continuous with respect to the
parameters li:
This procedure will deﬁne the supports of the components of Un: Every connected
component of suppðUnÞ that is not completely contained in TðSÞ naturally inherits
an index by the original partition. Also every connected component of suppðFÞ
completely contained in TðSÞ inherits an index by the original partition using (16)
and recalling that W and U differ only in sign. Finally, we have to prescribe an index
to the connected component of suppðFþÞ completely contained in TðSÞ: To this aim
we consider the maximal function
%FðxÞ :¼ sup
jlj1jpd
Fðl1;y; lkÞðxÞ:
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It is clear that every connected component of suppðFþÞ is contained in a connected
component of suppð %FþÞ; and therefore it will be sufﬁcient to prescribe the index law
for them. Those not completely contained in TðSÞ naturally inherit an index by the
original partition. We put the other ones in suppðun1Þ: It is easy to see that Un is
continuous.
Now we compute JðUnÞ and, with arguments similar to those in the proof of
Lemma 3.1, we obtain a contradiction with Theorem 2.1.
Final step. Now ﬁx tnAð0; 1Þ and R4rn4r in such a way that, if we set yn ¼ gnðtnÞ
then it holds
R
@Bðyn;rnÞ Wn40: (This is certainly possible since @Bðyn; rnÞCon;1,on;2
except for a small arc of total length less then 2Rðan;2  bn;1Þ-0 as n-N:) This
immediately leads to a contradiction, thanks to Claim 4. Indeed WnðynÞ ¼
uðnÞ3 ðynÞo0 and since Wn is superharmonic,
WnðynÞXCrn
Z
@Bðyn;rnÞ
Wn40;
a contradiction. &
7. Local properties of the free boundary in dimension N ¼ 2
We start this section by proving an asymptotic formula describing the behavior ofP
ui in the neighborhood of an isolated multiple point. Next we show that all the
multiple points are indeed isolated.
Lemma 7.1. Let N ¼ 2 and let U be as in Theorem 2.1. Let x0AZðUÞ with mðx0Þ ¼
hX3; and assume that x0 is isolated in Z3ðUÞ: Then there exist hppp2h  2 and
y0Aðp; p such that
Uðr; yÞ ¼ r
p
2 cos
p
2
ðyþ y0Þ
  þ oðrp2Þ
as r-0; where ðr; yÞ denotes polar coordinates around x0:
Proof. Since by assumption x0 is isolated in Z3ðUÞ; there is B ¼ Bðx0; rÞ such that
Z3ðUÞ-B ¼ fx0g and suppðuiÞ-@B ¼
S
jAIi bj; where bj are consecutive arcs on @B
and Ii is ﬁnite for all i: Choosing a slightly smaller radius we can suppose that the
intersection of @B withZ is transversal. Let M ¼Pi jIij and assume that M is even.
Then deﬁne a function vðr; yÞ such that jvðr; yÞj ¼ juðr; yÞj and signðvðr; yÞÞ ¼ ð1Þj if
ðr; yÞAbj ; j ¼ 1;y; M: Note that the resulting function is alternately positive and
negative on the consecutive (with respect to y) local components of U : If on the
contrary M is odd, we deﬁne jvðr; yÞj ¼ juðr2; 2yÞj and we prescribe an alternating
sign to the local components of uðr2; 2yÞ: It is worthwhile noticing that the resulting
function v is of class C1 in B˜ ¼ Bðr2; x0Þ; provided r is small enough. Indeed, we can
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assume that none of the supports is completely contained in B and, therefore,
suppðuiÞ-B is simply connected for every i: In this way, each connected component
of B\u1ð0Þ corresponds to two components of B˜\v1ð0Þ to which we give opposite
sign. In both the even and the odd cases v is of class C1 and it solves an equation of
type Dv ¼ aðxÞv in B\fx0g (resp. B˜\fx0g), where aALN is given by f ðvÞ=v and
r2f ðvÞ=v; respectively. Moreover, by Lemma 6.2, we know that rvðx0Þ ¼ 0: This
implies that v is in fact solution of the equation on the whole of B (resp. B˜) and thus
it is of class C2;a: Now, following the same argument of the proof of Lemma 4.3, we
consider a positive and regular function j such that Dj ¼ aj on B; if r is small
enough. The result is that
div j2r v
j
  
¼ 0:
Then, we can apply to v=j the asymptotic formula of Hartman and Winter as
recalled in [12]. To complete the proof, let us deﬁne p in the following way: let d
denote the local multiplicity of x0 as critical point of v: Deﬁne p ¼ 2d in the even case
and p ¼ d in the odd case. In this way, p represents the number of connected
components of , suppðuiÞ in a ball centered in x0: By elementary geometrical
considerations, taking into account that the suppðuiÞ’s are connected, one can easily
obtain the desired bound on p: &
As we mentioned before, the relevance of Lemma 7.1 lies on the fact that, as we
are going to prove, all the multiple points are isolated.
Theorem 7.1. Z3 consists of isolated points.
The last part of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 7.1 through a
sequence of intermediate results.
To start with, we investigate the structure of both the sets of the double and that of
the multiple intersection points Z3: We denote by Z
2 ¼ Z\Z3 the set of the points
having multiplicity two. As an easy consequence of Lemma 6.1 we can state the
following result:
Lemma 7.2. Let O0 be open, compactly included in O: Assume that %O0-Z3 ¼ |: Then
Z2-O0 is a finite disjoint union of C1-arcs.
Let oi denote the supports suppðuiÞ: We take an index pair ði; jÞ such that @oi; @oj
do intersect and we consider
Gi;j ¼ @oi-@oj-Z2;
oi;j ¼ oi,oj,Gi;j:
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Proposition 7.1. Each oi;j is open and p1ðoi;jÞ is finitely generated.
Proof. At ﬁrst we prove that oi;j is open. Indeed, let x0 be a point of multi-
plicity two. Then, thanks to Lemma 6.1, Gi;j is locally a regular arc. Hence,
x0 is in the interior of oi;j: Since both oi and oj are open, we obtain the ﬁrst
claim. Now we consider a loop g in oi;j : Let O0g denote the bounded region delimited
by g: Assuming that O0g contains some multiple intersection points, we deduce,
from the connectedness of the supports, that at least one third support, say oh;
lies in O0g: Since the total number of the supports is k; we easily complete
the proof, taking into account that the boundary of O is assumed to be
regular. &
Proposition 7.2. Each Gi;j consists in a finite union of C1-arcs.
Proof. As we showed in the previous proposition, oi;j has a ﬁnite number of ‘‘holes’’
(closed sets that we will name Ha; aAA). We consider also the connected components
of @O as holes. Take a connected component *GCGi;j as a parameterized curve. There
are only two possibilities: either the curve connects two different holes, or it is doubly
asymptotic to the same hole Ha: In the last case, we easily deduce that *G,Ha
disconnects the plane. oi and oj being connected, one easily sees that actually *G ¼
Gi;j: Otherwise, we observe, reasoning in a similar way, that only two connected
components of Gi;j can connect the same pair of holes. In every case we obtain a
ﬁnite number of connected components. &
An straightforward consequence of the above discussion is the following:
Lemma 7.3. The set Z3 has a finite number of connected components.
Now we will need the following deﬁnition of adjacent supports:
Deﬁnition 7.1. We say that oi and oj are adjacent if
Gi;ja|:
Let us list some basic properties:
(1) Every oi is adjacent to some other oj: This follows from the Boundary Point
Lemma.
(2) Let us pick k points xiAoi; i ¼ 1;y; k: If oi and oj are adjacent, ioj; then
there exists a smooth arc gij with gijð0Þ ¼ xi; gijð1Þ ¼ xj lying in oi,oj,fyijg;
for some yijAZ2:
(3) We can choose the arcs gij in a manner that they are mutually disjoint, except
for the extreme points.
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Construction of an auxiliary function v
We call G the graph induced by the arcs gij and their endpoints. There are many
possibilities:
* If G has no loops we can prescribe a sign to each vertex in such a way that to
adjacent supports there correspond opposite signs. Therefore, deﬁning vðxÞ ¼
7uðxÞ; taking the correct sign rule we obtain a C1-function.
* Otherwise, let us deﬁne an order relation between loops, according whether one is
contained in the interior region of the other. Let us select a minimal loop g (no
other loops are contained in its interior region). If the number of vertex of g is
even we can manage to assign a sign law to all the subset of G contained in the
interior of g so that adjacent supports have opposite signs. Finally, deﬁne vðxÞ ¼
7uðxÞ; according to this law.
If the number of vertices of g is odd, we wish to ‘‘double’’ the loop, by
considering its square root (in complex sense). To this aim, we can assume that it
contains, in its interior, at least an element of Z3 (if not, we can perform a
conformal inversion exchanging the inner with the outer points).
Take this point as the origin and deﬁne new oi’s by taking the complex square
roots of the old ones. In this way the new loop g will have an even number of edges.
A little problem may be caused by those supports which are not simply connected.
To overcome this, we may operate suitable cuts (taking care of not disconnecting the
supports). In this way, we can assume that all the oi involved in this procedure are
simply connected; with some abuse, we shall call O also the cut domain. The new
subgraph can now carry a sign law which is compatible with the adjacency relation.
Deﬁning, according to this sign law, vðr; yÞ ¼7uðr2; 2yÞ; we obtain again a function
of class C1; except possibly at the cuts.
Lemma 7.4. The points of Z3 lying in the interior of a minimal loop g are isolated.
Proof. By construction, Dv ¼ aðxÞv; where either a ¼ f ðvÞ=v; or a ¼ r2f ðvÞ=v; in
O\Z3: Moreover, by its construction, v is of class C1 in O: We are going to prove that
v is actually a solution of Dv ¼ aðxÞv; in a distributional sense, over the whole of O:
This will complete the proof of the lemma. Indeed, reasoning as in the proof of
Lemma 7.1, we would deduce that the origin, which was arbitrarily chosen among
the points ofZ3 in the interior region of g; is an isolated critical point of v: Moreover
one can easily see that the multiple point of the interior part of g is unique.
To carry over this program, we need some more results:
Lemma 7.5.
Z3C@Z2:
Proof. Assume the contrary, then there would be an element y0 of Z3 having a
positive distance d from the set Z\Z3 of double intersection points. Let rod=2:
Then the ball Bðy0; rÞ intersects at least three supports. Therefore there exist, say,
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xAoi and z0AZ3 such that r ¼ dðx; z0Þ ¼ dðx;Z3Þodðx;Z\Z3Þ: Now, since v
solves a linear elliptic PDE and does not change sign in oi; the ball Bðx; rÞ being
tangent from the interior of oi toZ3 in z0; we infer from the Boundary Point Lemma
that rvðz0Þa0; a contradiction to Lemma 6.2. &
Lemma 7.6. Let Ze3 ¼Z2-BeðZ3Þ: For every d40 there exists e40 such thatZ
Ze3
jrvjod:
Proof. By testing the equation with the test function j ¼ 1 and integrating over the
set ui4a we obtain the bound, independent of a and i;Z
@fui4ag
jrvjoC
and therefore, passing to the limit as a-0;
Z
@fui40g
jrvjoC:
The assertion then follows from Lemma 7.5, together with Lemma 7.3. &
Proposition 7.3. v solves Dv ¼ aðxÞv in the whole of O:
Proof. In our settings, one easily sees thatZ3 is connected and that it is the limit set
of the Gi;j’s, for the pairs of indices involved in the loop g: Thanks to Lemma 7.5, for
any e we can take a neighborhood VeCBeðZ3Þ of Z3; in such a way that the
boundary @Ve is the union of a ﬁnite number of arcs of Z
2 and supplementary
union of pieces of total length smaller than Ce: Let j be a test function. We write
Z
O
ðrvrj aðxÞvjÞ
¼
Z
O\Ve
ðrvrj aðxÞvjÞ þ
Z
Ve
ðrvrj aðxÞvjÞ
pC
Z
@Ve
jrvj þ C
Z
Ve
ðjrvj þ jvjÞ:
Let d40: We can ﬁnd e40 such that Lemma 7.6 holds. Moreover, from Lemma 6.2,
we can assume that e is taken so small that supVeðjrvj þ jvjÞod: Hence the above
integral is bounded by Cd: Since d was arbitrarily chosen we obtain that v solves the
equation in a distributional sense. Usual regularity arguments allow us to complete
the proof. &
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End of the Proof of Lemma 7.4. Now the proof of the lemma follows from
Proposition 7.3 using the arguments of Lemmas 6.1 and 7.1, namely reducing to a
function in the kernel of a divergence-type operator and applying the results of [1,2]
about the number of critical points and the regularity of the level sets of solutions to
second-order differential equations. &
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Recalling Lemma 7.3, we argue by induction over the
number h of connected components of the set Z3: If h ¼ 1 then, by Lemma 7.4
there is at most one minimal loop of the adjacency relation. If there is one,
then Lemma 7.4 gives the desired assertion. If there are none, as we
already mentioned, the auxiliary function v solves the equation globally and,
by the above-mentioned regularity result, we obtain the thesis. Now, let the
theorem be true for h and assume that Z3 has h þ 1 connected components.
Again, if the adjacency relation has no loops we are done. Otherwise, we
apply Lemma 7.4 to treat those connected components contained in the interior of
the minimal loop and the inductive hypothesis to treat all those contained in the
outer region. &
Appendix A. Systems with large interactions
A.1. Assumptions and main results
In this section, we shall analyze the connection between the optimal partition
problem and the limit case of competitive systems with large interaction. We assume
that the functions f and H satisfy the following set of assumptions. For easier
understanding, the reader may think to the model case f ðsÞ ¼ sp1; Hðs1;y; skÞ ¼P
iaj s
q
i s
q
j ; with 2o2qopo2n:
ðf1Þ fAC1ðRÞ; f ðsÞ ¼ f ðsÞ; and there exist positive constants C; p such that for
all sAR
jf ðsÞjpCð1þ jsjp1Þ 2opo2n;
where 2n ¼ þN when N ¼ 2 and 2n ¼ 2N=ðN  2Þ when NX3:
ðf2Þ There exists g40 ð2þ gppÞ such that, for all sa0;
f 0ðsÞs2  ð1þ gÞf ðsÞs40:
ðh1Þ H is a function of class C1ðRkÞ; C2ðRk\Ski¼1fsi ¼ 0gÞ and even with respect to
each of its variables. There exists a constant b; 0obog such that
jHðs1;y; skÞjpC 1þ
X
jsij
 2þb
:
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ðh2Þ There exists 0oapb such that the Hessian matrix
@2Hðs1;y; skÞ
@si@sj
sisj  ð1þ aÞdij@Hðs1;y; skÞ
@si
si
 
i;j
is negative semideﬁnite for sia0 (in particular, it has non-positive diagonal
terms). Here di;j denotes the standard Kronecker symbol.
ðh3Þ
Hðs1;y; skÞX0; @Hðs1;y; skÞ
@si
siX0
Hðs1;y; skÞ ¼ 0 if at least k  1 variables are 0
@Hðs1;y; skÞ
@si
¼ 0 if si ¼ 0 or sj ¼ 0 8jai:
Let O be a bounded open set in RN ; NX2 and consider the class of problems with
parameter e40:
DuiðxÞ ¼ f ðuðxÞÞ  1e @@uiHðu1ðxÞ;y; ukðxÞÞ in O;
uiðxÞ40 in O;
ui ¼ 0 on @O
8><
>: ðA:1Þ
with associated action functionals
IeðUÞ :¼
Z
O
Xk
i¼1
1
2
jruiðxÞj2  FðuiðxÞÞ
 
þ 1
e
HðUðxÞÞ
 !
dx: ðA:2Þ
We will prove
Theorem A.1. Let f satisfy ðf1Þ and ðf2Þ and let H satisfy ðh1Þ–ðh3Þ: Then for all e40
there exists a solution U e ¼ ðue1;y; uekÞAðH10 ðOÞÞk to problem (A.1) such that
IeðU eÞ ¼ ce :¼ inf
uiAH10 ðOÞ;ui40
8i¼1;y;k
sup
li40
8i¼1;y;k
Ieðl1u1;y; lkukÞ:
Moreover, there exists U ¼ ðu1;y; ukÞAðH10 ðOÞÞk such that (up to a subsequence)
uei-ui in H
1
0 ðOÞ as e-0; i ¼ 1;y; k: Each positive function ui solves
DuiðxÞ ¼ f ðuiðxÞÞ; xAsuppðuiÞ
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and
c0 ¼ JðUÞ ¼ inf
uiAH10 ðOÞ;ui40
uj ui¼0; 8iaj
sup
li40
8i¼1;y;k
Jðl1u1;y; lkukÞ ¼ inf
UAN0
JðUÞ:
where c0 and J are defined in (3) and (2), respectively.
The proof of Theorem A.1 will be divided into two propositions. We will ﬁrst
consider problem (A.1) with e ¼ 1; and we will give a general existence result. Next,
we will deduce the existence result for every e40 and we will study the asymptotic
behavior.
A.2. A class of elliptic systems
Aim of this section is to prove the existence of a k-uple ðu1;y; ukÞAðH10 ðOÞÞk
where each ui is positive and solve (A.1) when e ¼ 1: For easier notation we will write
U :¼ ðu1;y; ukÞ; uiAH10 ðOÞ;
L :¼ ðl1;y; lkÞ; liAR
LU :¼ ðl1u1;y; lkukÞ
and so on. We seek solutions of (A.1) as critical points of the following functional:
IðUÞ :¼
Z
O
Xk
i¼1
1
2
jruiðxÞj2  FðuiðxÞÞ
 
þ HðUðxÞÞ
 !
dx:
In particular, we are interested in the search of minimal solutions of (A.1), that is,
critical points of I achieving the lower value of I when restricted to the critical
set NðIÞ:
NðIÞ :¼ UAT : @IðUÞ
@ui
 ui ¼ 0 81pipk
 
;
where
T :¼ fUAðH10 ðOÞÞk : uic0 81pipkg:
Setting
c :¼ inf
UANðIÞ
IðUÞ
we are going to prove
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Proposition A.1. Under assumptions ðf1Þ–ðh3Þ there exists a critical point for I ; say
UcANðIÞ; such that IðUcÞ ¼ c: Moreover, uci40 for every i:
The proof of the proposition will be divided into three steps. The ﬁrst consists in
studying the behavior of I when restricted to the hyperplane generated by a ﬁxed
k-uple U with nontrivial components.
Lemma A.1. Let UAT and consider
FðUÞ :¼ sup
li40
IðLUÞ:
Then there exists a unique k-uple of positive numbers LðUÞ such that
(i) FðUÞ ¼ IðLðUÞUÞ;
(ii) LðUÞUANðIÞ;
(iii) there exist g; g140 such that if UANðIÞ then jjuijjLpXg and jjuijjXg1 for every i;
(iv) FðÞ is l.s.c. with respect to the weak convergence in T;
(v) the map U/LðUÞ is continuous from T to ðRþÞk:
Proof. Fix UAT and deﬁne CkðLÞ :¼ IðLUÞ: As a function of k real variables, Ck
is of class C2 on Rk but the coordinate hyperplanes (and C1 everywhere), and even
with respect to each of its variables. We are interested in studying the set of critical
points of Ck; and we will argue by induction on k (this is the reason for the explicit
dependence on k of the notation). To do that, a crucial remark is the following: let %L
be a critical point of C having exactly h nonzero components; then, with some abuse
of notations, we can see %L as a critical point of Ch with all nonzero components. To
this aim, we observe that Hðs1;y; sk1; 0Þ satisﬁes the same assumptions of H in the
case of k  1 components.
It is standard to prove that all the critical points are isolated, and hence it makes
sense to consider local degrees of rCk for the value 0. Although H is not C2;
exploiting the positivity properties of H (assumption ðh3Þ) and an homotopy
argument, one can prove
iðrCk; %L; 0Þ ¼ iðrCh; %L; 0Þ;
where i denotes the topological index (topological local degree), and %L is a critical
point of Ck with h nonzero components (this descend from the fact that a critical
point on a coordinate hyperplane is a minimum along directions orthogonal to the
hyperplane). By means of topological degree computations, we will show that there
are exactly 2k positive local maxima for Ck; one in each octant. Since Ck is negative
out of a large ball, this will ﬁnally prove the uniqueness of LðUÞ and assertion ðiÞ:
Let %L be a critical point of Ck: Then
%li
Z
O
jruij2  1%l2i
f ð%liuiÞ%liui þ 1%l2i
Huið %LUÞ%liui
 
¼ 0 8i : %lia0: ðA:3Þ
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Claim 1. If %L (critical point of Ck) has exactly h nonzero components, then
iðrCk; %L; 0Þ ¼ ð1Þh:
Moreover, if h ¼ k; then %L is a local maximum.
By the previous arguments, we have to compute the local degree of %L seen as a
critical point of Ch having all nonzero components. Therefore, we can consider
%lia0; i ¼ 1;y; h; and we observe that Ch is of class C2 near %L: Clearly, if we show
that the Hessian quadratic form associated to Ch in %L is negative semideﬁnite, the
claim will follow.
We estimate the second derivatives ðChÞlili by exploiting ﬁrst ðf2Þ and then the
identities (A.3)
ðChÞlilið %LÞ ¼
Z
O
jruij2  1%l2i
f 0ð%liuiÞ%l2i u2i þ
1
%l2i
Huiuið %LUÞ%l2i u2i
 
p
Z
O
jruij2  1þ a%l2i
f ð%liuiÞ%liui þ 1%l2i
Huiuið %LUÞ%l2i u2i
 
¼  a
Z
O
jruij2 þ 1%l2i
Z
O
ðHuiuið %LuÞ%l2i u2i  ð1þ aÞHuið %LUÞ%liuiÞ:
Now we compute the mixed derivatives
ðCkÞlilj ð %LÞ ¼
1
%li %lj
Huiuj ð %LUÞ%liui %ljuj:
Thus, we can bound the Hessian form from above with
@2Ch
@li@lj
 
i;j
ða1;y; ahÞp a
Xh
i¼1
a2i
Z
O
jruij2
 
þ QHð %LUÞða1;y; ahÞ;
where the quadratic form QH is negative deﬁnite by assumption ðh2Þ: Thus the claim
follows.
Claim 2. There are exactly 2k critical points with nonzero components (and thus
maxima), one in each of the octants.
We argue by induction on k: First, for k ¼ 1; by a direct analysis, exploiting the
superlinear behavior of f as in ðf2Þ it is easy to show that C1 has a local minimum at
the origin and two maxima, one for l positive and one for l negative.
Then we suppose that the claim is true for every hok: By the growth assumptions
on F and H; CkðLÞ-N as jLj-N; implying that Ck must have at least a local
maximum in each of the octants (remember that Ck is symmetric). Moreover, since
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Ck turns out to be concave outside a suitably large ball BR; we have
degðrCk; BR; 0Þ ¼ ð1Þk:
On the other hand, let us count all the possible critical points of Ck; ordered by
number of nonzero components: by the superquadraticity property of F we know
that Ck has one local minimum at the origin, providing a local degree þ1; for h ¼ 1;
by the inductive assumption there are exactly two critical points of index 1 for any
of the k components, and hence 2k critical points of index 1 on the axes; in general,
for hok; we have 2hðk
h
Þ critical points with h nonzero components, each with local
degree ð1Þh: Finally, the other possible critical points are local maxima by Claim 1,
and thus the local degree at each of them is ð1Þk: Let n be the number of such
maxima. By the excision property of the degree we have
ð1Þk ¼ degðrCk; BR; 0Þ ¼ nð1Þk þ
Xk1
h¼0
2h
k
h
 !
ð1Þh
and that gives n ¼ 2k; proving the claim.
Now we drop the dependence on k and we deﬁne LðUÞ as the unique (by the
evenness of the function) maximum of C with all positive components, and we will
prove that it satisﬁes (ii)–(v).
Assertion (ii) follows by noting that LðUÞ is (the unique) positive solution of
(A.3). Now we take UANðIÞ; so that liðUÞ ¼ 1 for every i; and by (A.3)
0 ¼
Z
O
ðjruij2  f ðuiÞui þ HuiðUÞuiÞX
Z
O
ðjruij2  f ðuiÞuiÞ ðA:4Þ
by the positivity of H: Now (iii) follows by using the subcritical assumption ðf1Þ and
the Sobolev inequality.
In order to prove the weak l.s.c. property of F; let Un weakly converge to U0AT:
Then jjU0jjplim inf jjUnjj: On the other hand, due to the subcritical growth of F
(assumption ðf1ÞÞ and thanks to the compact embedding H10 ðOÞCLq for all
2oqo2n;
FðU0Þ ¼ IðLðU0ÞU0Þ
p IðLðU0ÞUnÞ þ oð1ÞpFðUnÞ þ oð1Þ
and passing to the limit
FðU0Þp lim inf
n-N
FðUnÞ
as required.
Finally, (v) holds as a consequence of the Implicit Function Theorem applied
to (A.3). &
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It is worthwhile noticing that, deﬁning
d :¼ inf
UAT
FðUÞ; ðA:5Þ
it turns out by the lemma that d ¼ c: This remark will be useful in proving that the
problem of minimizing I on the Nehari manifold NðIÞ has a solution.
Lemma A.2. There exists ðUcÞANðIÞ such that IðUcÞ ¼ c:
Proof. Let ðUnÞCNðIÞ be a minimizing sequence and assume IðUnÞpc þ 1: Now,
computing. ðaþ 2ÞIðUnÞ  rIðUnÞ  Un with a40 as in assumption ðh2Þ; we have
ðaþ 2ÞcX a
2
Z
O
X
jruðnÞi j2 þ
Z
O
X
½f ðuðnÞi ÞuðnÞi  ð2þ aÞFðuðnÞi Þ
þ
Z
O
X
ð2þ aÞHðUnÞ 
X
HuiðUnÞuðnÞi
h i
;
where by assumptions ðf2Þ and ðh2Þ; the three terms in square brackets are positive.
We have
jjUnjj2p 2ð2þ aÞa ðc þ 1Þ ðA:6Þ
and thus the sequence ðUnÞ is bounded. Hence, up to a subsequence, there exists
%UAðH10 ðOÞÞk weak limit of ðUnÞ: It is easy to verify that %UAT: Indeed by Lemma
A.1(iii), jjuðnÞi jjLpXg for all nAN; and, by the Lp-strong convergence of Un to %U; we
also obtain jjð %uÞijjLpXg:
Now we can apply Lemma A.1 to %U: By the weak l.s.c. property of F as in (iv), we
have Fð %UÞpc: Furthermore, by deﬁnition of d as in (A.5) it holds Fð %UÞXd  c:
Thus
c  sup
li40
IðL %UÞ
and by applying Lemma A.1 again, we obtain the existence of a k-uple %L such that
(due to (i)) c  Ið %L %UÞ and (due to (ii)) %L %UANðIÞ: Setting Uc :¼ %L %U we ﬁnally
conclude the proof. &
Lemma A.3. If UcANðIÞ and IðUcÞ ¼ c; then Uc is a critical point of I :
Proof. Assume by contradiction that UcANðIÞ; IðUcÞ ¼ c; but rIðUcÞa0: Then
there exists r40 and d40 (we may assume 4dog1 as in Lemma A.1(iii)) such that
UABdðUcÞ ) jjrIðUÞjjXr:
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By the quantitative deformation lemma (see, for instance, [17]) we derive the
existence of a continuous map Z : ðH10 ðOÞÞk-ðH10 ðOÞÞk and of a constant n40 such
that
(i) ZðUÞ ¼ U for all U such that jjU  Ucjj44d or jIðUÞ  cj42n;
(ii) IðZðUÞÞpIðUÞ for all UAðH10 ðOÞÞk;
(iii) UAB2dðUcÞ4IðUÞpc þ n ) IðZðUÞÞpc  n:
Let us consider the deformation under this map of the hypersurface GðTÞ :¼
TRUc; where T ¼ ðt1;y; tkÞ and R is a number ﬁxed in such a way that ðR 
1Þg144d: By the monotonicity properties of Z and Lemma A.1, we have that
supti40 ZðGðTÞÞoc: Now we claim that Z3G intersects the manifold NðIÞ and thus,
by deﬁnition of c sup ZðGðTÞÞXc; a contradiction. To prove the claim, let us consider
the map:
H : ½0; 1k-ðRþÞk
T/LðZðGðTÞÞÞ  1;
which is continuous by Lemma A.1(v). By construction (see [7, Lemma 3.1] for
details):
* if ti ¼ 0; then Hi ¼ þN;
* if ti ¼ 1; then Hio0:
Thus, we are in a position to apply Miranda Theorem [15], and we ﬁnd %T such that
Hð %TÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ: This implies ZðGð %TÞÞANðIÞ and ends the proof. &
Now combining Lemmas A.2 and A.3 we have the existence of a k-uple Uc critical
point of I such that IðUcÞ ¼ c: What is left to show, in order to obtain by this result
the full of Proposition A.1, is that any uci is strictly positive. To this aim we note that
jUcj ¼ ðjuc1j;y; juckjÞANðIÞ and IðUcÞ ¼ c ¼ IðjUcjÞ by deﬁnition of F and H:
Then by Lemma A.3 we know that jUcj is a critical point of I and so its components
must be smooth by the standard regularity theory for elliptic PDEs. In this way, we
obtain the equalities uci ¼ juci jX0 for every i: Now the strict inequalities come by the
strong maximum principle. With this ﬁnal remark the proof of Proposition A.1 is
complete.
A.3. Systems with large interaction
Let us ﬁx a function H :Rk-R satisfying ðh1Þ–ðh3Þ: For all ﬁxed e40; let us
deﬁne Ie; the energy functional associated to system (A.1) as in (A.2). By Proposition
A.1 we know that there exists a k-uple of positive functions U e ¼ ðue1;y; uekÞ which
realizes
ce :¼ inf
uiAH10 ðOÞ
uic0
sup
li40
IeðLUÞ:
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In this section, we are going to show the connection between the optimal partition
problem and the solutions of (A.1). Let us recall the deﬁnition of number (3):
c0 :¼ inf uiAH10 ðOÞ
uic0R
u2i u
2
j ¼0; iaj
sup
li40
JðLUÞ;
where
JðUÞ :¼
Z
O
Xk
i¼1
1
2
jruiðxÞj2  FðuiðxÞÞ
 
dx:
As a ﬁrst remark we note that
cepc0 ðA:7Þ
indeed Ie coincides with J on k-uples of function having disjoint support (see
assumption ðh3ÞÞ:
We can now prove the following Proposition
Propostion A.2. Assume that f and H satisfy ðf1Þ–ðh3Þ: Then
(1) for every e40; ce is a critical level of Ie; associated with a positive critical point
U eAðH10 ðOÞÞk;
(2) there exists a positive U0AðH10 ðOÞÞk such that, up to a subsequence, U e-U0 in
ðH10 ðOÞÞk and U0 achieves c0:
Proof of part 1. Let e40 be ﬁxed. By applying Proposition A.1 with 1e H instead of H
(they clearly satisfy the same assumptions), we immediately obtain the existence of a
positive solution U e: It is easy to prove that there exists g240; independent of e; such
that jjU ejjog2: To this end it sufﬁces to recall inequality (A.6) in the proof of Lemma
A.2 that provides, for every e40;
jjU ejj2p2ð2þ aÞ
a
ðce þ 1Þ:
Since ce ¼ cepc0 the required estimate follows by setting g2 :¼ 2ð2þaÞa ðc0 þ 1Þ:
Henceforth there exists, up to a subsequence, a weak nonnegative limit
U0AðH10 ðOÞÞk:
U e,U0; e-0: ðA:8Þ
Moreover, u0ic0 for every i: Indeed, as consequence of inequality (A.4) in the proof
of Lemma A.1(iii), we know that jjuei jjLpXg; for some g40 independent of e: By the
compact embedding H10 ðOÞ+Lp we obtain jju0i jjLpXg; giving the result. &
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The second part of Proposition A.2 will be essentially provided in the following
crucial lemma:
Lemma A.4. Let U0 be the weak limit of U e when taking a subsequence e ¼ en-0 as in
(24). Then
(i) U0ANðJÞ;
(ii) jjuei  u0i jj-0 for every i;
(iii) 1
e
R
O HðU eÞ-0;
(iv) ce-c0:
Proof. Let us ﬁrst note that, since U0AT; we can ﬁnd a k-uple L0 of positive
numbers such that L0U0ANðJÞ: By summing up the following equalities:
@
@ui
IeðU eÞ  uei ¼ 0;
@
@ui
JðL0U0Þ  l0i u0i ¼ 0
and then passing to the limit, we obtain, for every i;
Z
O
f ðl0i u0i Þ
l0i u
0
i
 f ðu
0
i Þ
u0i
 !
ðu0i Þ2 þ lime-0
1
e
Z
O
HuiðU eÞueip0:
Since f ðtÞ=jtj is increasing by ðf2Þ and the limit of the integral term is nonnegative,
we obtain that l0ip1 for every i: Let us now make explicit the fact that
L0U0ANðJÞ:
Z
O
ðl0i Þ2jru0i j2 
Z
O
f ðl0i u0i Þl0i u0i ¼ 0 8i;
X ðl0i Þ2
2
Z
O
jru0i j2 
Z
O
Fðl0i u0i Þ
( )
Xc0:
By multiplying the second inequality with ð2þ aÞ; a40 chosen as in assumption
ðh2Þ; and then subtracting all the ﬁrst equalities, we obtain
ð2þ aÞc0p
X ðl0i Þ2a
2
Z
O
jru0i j2 þ
Z
O
½f ðl0i u0i Þl0i u0i  ð2þ aÞFðl0i u0i Þ
( )
: ðA:9Þ
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On the other hand, we observe that the weak convergence of U eANðIeÞ to U0
implies Z
O
jru0i j2 
Z
O
f ðu0i Þu0i þ lime-0 e
1
Z
O
HuiðU eÞueip0 8i;
lim
e-0
ceX
X 1
2
Z
O
jru0i j2 
Z
O
Fðu0i Þ
 
þ lim
e-0
e1
Z
O
HðU eÞ: ðA:10Þ
As before, multiplying the last inequality by ð2þ aÞ and then subtracting the
previous equations
ð2þ aÞ lim
e-0
ceX
X a
2
Z
O
jru0i j2 þþ
Z
O
f ðu0i Þu0i  ð2þ aÞFðu0i Þ
  
þ lim
e-0
e1
Z
O
½ð2þ aÞHðU eÞ 
X
HuiðU eÞuei :
Now, since by construction c0Xce for all e40; we can compare this inequality with
(A.9). To shorten notation we introduce FðtÞ :¼ f ðtÞt  ð2þ aÞFðtÞ; noting that
FðtÞ is increasing for t40 by ðf2Þ: It turns out
X a
2
Z
O
ððl0i Þ2  1Þjru0i j2 þ
Z
O
½Fðl0i u0i Þ Fðu0i Þ
 
X lim
e-0
e1
Z
O
½ð2þ aÞHðU eÞ 
X
HuiðU eÞuei :
By assumptions ðh2Þ and ðh3Þ; it turns out that the term at the r.h.s. is nonnegative.
Now since each l0i is not greater than 1, we conclude that in fact l
0
i ¼ 1 for every i:
This proves assertion (i) and, this in turn, implies that
lim
e-0
e1
Z
O
ð2þ aÞHðU eÞ 
X
HuiðU eÞuei
h i
¼ 0: ðA:11Þ
From this the strong convergence of each uei to its limit easily follows. Indeed, if we
assume for contradiction that lim
R
O jruei j24
R
O jru0i j2; then all the above inequal-
ities become strict, leading a contradiction in (A.11). Thus (ii) is proved.
Let us now prove assertion (iii). To this aim we deduce by (A.9) and l0i ¼ 1; the
relation
R
O jru0i j2 ¼
R
O f ðu0i Þu0i : Back to (A.10) we obtain that
lim
e-0
e1
Z
O
HuiðU eÞuei ¼ 0:
Now (A.11) becomes
lim
e-0
e1
Z
O
HðU eÞ ¼ 0
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as desired. Furthermore, we deduce by (iii) that
lim
e-0
ce ¼ JðU0Þpc0;
where the last inequality follows by the deﬁnition of c0 and (i). Now it is enough
to recall that lime-0 ceXc0 by (A.7) to show that indeed lime-0 ce ¼ c0;
proving (iv). &
Proof of Proposition A.2. In order to conclude the proof of Proposition A.2 it
sufﬁces to show that, for iaj; u0i and u
0
j have disjoint support. This is consequence of
property (iii) and of the strong convergence of U e to its weak limit. Indeed this
implies Z
O
HðU0Þ ¼ 0;
by assumption ðh3Þ this means u0i ðxÞ  u0j ðxÞ ¼ 0 a.e. xAO and proves
suppðu0i Þ-suppðu0j Þ ¼ | for every iaj: Moreover, by (iv) we also obtain JðU0Þ ¼
c0; ﬁnally proving the assertion. &
As a ﬁnal remark, note that, if we pass to the limit in (A.1) as e-0; by exploiting
the strong convergence of the solutions U e to the k-uple U0 and (iii), we realize that
Du0i ðxÞ ¼ f ðu0i ðxÞÞ xAsuppðu0i Þ 8i:
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